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Team Composition Company Profile

Awards Received

Ming Yang
Director/Chief architect, Department of architectural design
Master of Architecture
1st Grade Registered Architect
Registered Urban Planner

20 years of professional experience in architecture and urban design.

- 2005 Shanghai Design Excellence, 3rd Place
- 2009 Shanghai Architecture Association Original Design Award 
- 2010 BIM Engineering Design Award, 2nd Place
- 2011 Shanghai Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 1st Place
- 2011 National Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 1st Place

Jun Zha 
Director, Department of Urban Design & Research
PhD Candidate in Architecture
Registered Urban Planner

10 years of practice in urban planning and design.

- 2007 Shanghai Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 3rd Place
- 2007 Shanghai Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 3rd Place
- 2011 Shanghai Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 1st Place
- 2011 National Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 1st 

Li Zhang
Senior Urban Planner
Master of Science in Landscape Architecture
Associate ASLA

- 2011 Shanghai Urban-Rural Planning & Design Award, 2nd Place

Min Chen
Urban Planner
Master of Architecture in Urban Design
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ECADI is one of the most influetial architectural design institutions in China, with expanding overseas 
projects in recent years. Combining the expertise of architects, urban planners and landscape architects, 
we pursue an interdisciplinary and holistic approach to design, based on a comprehensive understanding 
of the planning process.

Scope of Sevices

- Architectural design
- Urban planning and design
- Project programming

Design Philosophy

- Ecological
- Dynamic
- Culture
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Project Experience
International Domestic

Hotel Riviera Remodification, Cuba, 2011
Total floor area: 38522 m2

Hotel Riveria is located on the beach and close to the historic 
district of Havana. The design transforms the old Riveria Hotel 
into a modern 5-star resort hotel to accomodate more tourists 
with various types of services. 

Bellomonte Project, Cuba, 2011
Site area: 750 ha

Provide development strategy for the waterfront town 20 miles 
north of Havana along the Florida Strait. The vision is to estab-
lish a dyanamic new city based on tourism develiopment and 
green energy use. 

Gujarat International Finance Tec-City, Guda, 
India, 2007
Site area: 405 ha

This CBD project is the key to connect the old town to the new 
city. Our goal is to create a dynamic landmark, an efficient  
working environment and a mixed-use complex that provides 
facilities both day and night.  

EXPO Culture Center, Shanghai, completed 2009
Site area: 67,242.6 m2  ; Total floor area: 126,000 m2 

Situated at the core area of Shanghai World Expo Park, Perfor-
mance Center is one of the key permanent venues for Shanghai 
World Expo welcomes visitors from home and abroad with its for-
ward-looking image. As the first capacity–alterable & multi-func-
tional indoor performance center in China, it is ‘home’ to modern 
cultural and entertainment activities, especially during Shanghai 
Expo. In fact, this charming and high-quality Performance Center 
is a fruit of innovative technology and energy-saving & environ-
ment-friendly design philosophy. For sustainable utilization and 
to respond to Shanghai’ s positioning——A Cultural Cosmopolis, 
Performance Center will to operated 24/7 after Shanghai Expo to 
illustrate the theme of ‘Better City, Better Life’ and lead the devel-
opment of Shanghai culture industry.

Suzhou Science, Culture & Arts Centre, Suzhou, 
completed 2007
Site area: 134,196.6 m2; Total floor area: 159,184 m2

This is a multifunctional cultural center integrating commercial, 
entertainment, scientific and technological, and cultural arenas. 
The center has five sections according to the forms and functions 
of the spaces, including the exhibition hall of science & technol-
ogy and commercial catering service, 1 IMAX hall, 6 theaters 
and a VIP theater together with franchise stores, one 12,00-seat 
opera house, one performing theatre, etc.

Kaohsiung Marine Culture & Popular Music 
Center, Taiwan, 2010
Site area: 283 ha

An elevated walking system linked the performance center, 
marine culture ehxibition center and outdoor stage altogether, 
to create a public music-themed space.

The Modern Art Performance Center of Trinidao 
and Tobago, completed 2006
Site area: 60,000 m2 ;  Total floor area: 25,300 m2

The design concept comes from steel drum, the local art of 
Trinidad which has very special art representation. The interior 
functions and metal surface indicate the features of steel drum. 
understanding the basic characteristic of the popular art form, a 
unique art image is created: a special flower is blooming when 
getting the nutrient from the earth and the people. 

2010 EXPO Regulatory Plan, Shanhai, 2010
Site Area: 328 ha

Cooperating with other agencies, the regulatory plan developed 
a system regarding landuse, traffic, urban infrastructure for the 
2010 World Expo site. The plan worked as a techinical reference 
and guideline for further detailed design, which emphasized the 
unique characteristics of the local site and the vision for future 
transformation.

Guanggu Ecology & Art Exhibition Center, Wuhan, 
completed 2010
Total floor area: 18821.68 m2

Built in 2012, the exhibition center is a national-registered green 
pulic building which achieved 3-star level in the official eval-
utaion. The design responded to the natural context of the site 
and applied green technology, which is energy-efficient and 
environment-friendly. 
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Narrative

WAVE  ——  Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Concept Design

To ask anyone who has the slightest knowing about Gold Coast a simple question: 
‘what is the first word coming into your mind for Gold Coast?’, ‘wave’, the breath-tak-
ing, magnificent blue waves of the Coral Sea, is bound to be one of the most obvious 
answers.Similarly,to ask anyone who has the slightest appreciation about the develop-
ment of ‘Arts’ a simple question: ‘what would be the first word coming into your mind to 
synthesize the history of Art?’, ‘wave’, the continuously emerging new art trends that 
enriched the old art world from the Classic to the Modernism, and up until now, the 
post-modernism, is no doubt the most succinct response.

Thus, we decided to draw our design philosophy from the inspiration of WAVES both 
literally and metaphorically. We believed that the design of this new cultural precinct, 
setting its vision to be a new inspiration to both the artist cluster and ordinary citizens, 
both regional and international , shall be able to grasp the essence from waves of the 
nature as well as waves of the art history.

Our design methods are concerned with “how” and “what” things happen. To create a 
series of scenes that express the function and the vision of the cultural precinct, we try 
to organize the site by a curving signature trail that goes through lawns and gardens, 
passing by the lake front amphitheatre and linking New Arts Museum, Living Arts Cen-
tre and all other elements together. Sculptures and installations are exhibited outdoor 
along this trail. Sculptures and installations exhibited outdoor along this trail could also 
extends inside and up on to the roof of the earth-covered buildings. The iconic wave 
of Gold Coast is thus abstracted, reinterpreted and transformed into the trail and the 
landform. 

We appreciate all the key points settled in the Vision of GCCC’s, especially the points 
about ‘connectivity’, ‘free’, and ‘green’. As such, integrating these issues with our take 
of ‘waves’, we worked out two key general organizing principles for our designs: Con-
tinuity and Overlapping. 

We tried to organize all functional areas continuously along the ‘Trial’ so as to forge a 
vivid but not losting visiting experience for the targeted users. Meanwhile, we’d also 
try to merge our newly added installations swiftly into the broader landscape of Gold 
Coast. Abrupt interruption is never allowed. At some critical sectors of the ‘Trial’, such 
as the lake front part and the part that integrated with to Museums, we enriched the 
density and intensity of activities by juxtapositioning different games together. At one 
level, visitors could enjoy the beauty of natural landscape of Gold Coast, yet few steps 
up the slop, on the other side of a green wall, they could participating in a living studio 
rehearse should they be interested. 
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Site Plan
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01 CGGC building
02 retained building
03 New Arts Museum
04 Living Arts Center
05 art trail
06 gardens
07 amphithaetre
08 viewing deck
09 arbor shelter
10 existing trail
11 parking lot
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Artscape

Lakefront amphitheatre with the signature skyline.

Art trail waving through the gadens.
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New Arts Museum & 
Living Arts Center

Main Entrance of the Precinct looking to the new Arts 
Museum & Living Art Centre

Bird View from the North West Corner to the new 
Arts Museum & Living Art Centre


